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• Johannes Laitenberger was educated in Portugal and Germany.  
 

• After the First State Examination in Law (Erstes juristisches Staatsexamen) in Bonn 
(Germany) in 1990, he was a legal trainee (Referendar) in Cologne (Germany) and 
took the Second State Examination in Law (Zweites juristisches Staatsexamen) in 
Düsseldorf (Germany) in 1994.  

 
• From 1991 to 1995, he worked part-time at the Faculty of Law at the Rheinische 

Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn, where he specialised in Constitutional and 
Administrative Law, notably as an assistant to Professor Josef Isensee at the Chair 
of Public Law from 1991 to 1993.  

 
• After experiences in the private sector, first with a law firm, and then with an industry 

association, he was recruited by the General Secretariat of the Council of the 
European Union in 1996 following an open competition, as an advisor on legal 
matters in the Directorate-General for Administration and Protocol.  

 
• In 1999, he joined the European Commission, starting as a case-handler in the 

Directorate-General for Competition.  
 

• When the Prodi Commission took office later that year, he was appointed to the 
cabinet of Ms Viviane Reding, member of the Commission responsible for education, 
culture, audiovisual, youth and sports. His responsibilities as a member of the 
cabinet included amongst others audiovisual policy, competition, internal market 
issues and general legal matters as well as the portfolio input into the Constitutional 
Convention and the Intergovernmental Conference.  

 
• He became Head of Cabinet in 2003 and served in this capacity until the end of the 

mandate in the autumn of 2004.  
 

• In November 2004, Johannes Laitenberger became a member of the Cabinet of 
President J. M. Barroso responsible for legal matters, competition and state aids, 
infringements, services of general interest, justice and home affairs and the dialogue 
with faith-based organizations.  

 
• Johannes Laitenberger was appointed as the Head of the Commission's 

Spokesperson's Service and Spokesman of the Commission by President J.M. 
Barroso with effect from 21 November 2005, and served in this capacity until 31st 
October 2009.  

 
• He was appointed head of the cabinet of the President J.M. Barroso with effect from 

1st November 2009. 
 


